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Abstract
Purpose: Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a rare and often aggressive skin cancer. Typically,
surgery is the primary treatment. Postoperative radiation therapy (PORT) is often recommended to
improve local control. It is unclear whether PORT is indicated in patients with favorable Stage IA
head and neck (HN) MCC.
Methods and materials: We conducted a retrospective analysis of 46 low-risk HN MCC cases
treated between 2006 and 2015. Inclusion criteria were deﬁned as a primary tumor size of  2 cm,
negative pathological margins, negative sentinel lymph node biopsy, and no immunosuppression.
Local recurrence (LR) was deﬁned as tumor recurrence within 2 cm of the primary surgical bed and
estimated with the Kaplan-Meier method.
Results: Omission of PORT was offered to all 46 patients, of which 23 patients received PORT
and 23 did not. No patient received adjuvant chemotherapy. There were no signiﬁcant differences
in surgical margins, tumor size, depth, lympho-vascular invasion status, or demographics between
the two patient groups. Median follow-up for all patients was 3.7 years. Six of the 23 patients who
did not receive PORT developed an LR. Compared to the group that received PORT, there was a
signiﬁcantly higher risk of LR in the group treated without PORT (26% vs. 0%, P Z .02). Median
time to LR was 11 months. All local failures were effectively salvaged. There was no difference in
MCC-speciﬁc and overall survival between the 2 groups.
Conclusions: For patients with HN MCC, omission of PORT was associated with a signiﬁcantly
higher risk of local recurrence even among those patients with the lowest-risk tumors (i.e., Stage IA
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without immune suppression). Thus, it is important to weigh the beneﬁts of PORT against the side
effect proﬁle on a case-speciﬁc basis for each patient.
Copyright ª 2016 the Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of the American Society for
Radiation Oncology. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

Introduction
Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a potentially aggressive cancer of the skin, and its incidence is increasing.1,2
The most common location of a primary MCC is the head
and neck (HN) region, and approximately 50% of patients
present with Stage I disease.3 Standard of care includes a
wide local excision with clear margins and a sentinel
lymph node biopsy (SLNB) for pathologic evaluation of
the ﬁrst echelon lymph nodes. Postoperative radiation
therapy (PORT) is often added to MCC treatment to
minimize local recurrences.
Several single institutional studies have reported
excellent outcomes with surgery alone for patients with
early stage disease.4-6 However, these studies included
MCC from varied anatomical sites and are not HNspeciﬁc. The HN region has unique anatomical constraints that preclude wide resection margins and has been
recognized to have an increased risk of local failure.5,7
Despite this concern, the role of PORT for treatment of
patients with favorable Stage IA HN MCC has not yet
been evaluated.
The majority of studies that report on the beneﬁt of
PORT in patients with MCC are limited by small numbers
and/or heterogeneous inclusion criteria.8-10 Furthermore,
although nodal staging has been shown to have prognostic
value,11 pathological staging with SLNB was not incorporated in most of the PORT studies, including the few
published HN-speciﬁc studies.12,13 In addition, morbidity
that is related to treatment with radiation therapy (RT) is
generally worse for the HN region compared with the limbs
or trunk.14 Because MCC primarily occurs in the elderly
population,15 providers and patients often try to avoid the
morbidity of RT.16 Hence, we sought to clarify the role
of PORT in patients with favorable Stage IA HN MCC.

Methods and materials
We performed an institutional review boardeapproved
retrospective analysis of 46 patients with low-risk Stage
IA HN MCC from our repository of 1171 patients who
were enrolled between 2006 and 2015 (Fig 1). The Seattle
repository is a longitudinal prospective database that
tracks the status of participants annually through physician notes, radiologic imaging, and communication with
patients. Patients who do not respond to requests for
annual updates or for whom physician notes and/or other
records cannot be obtained are considered lost to follow-

up and censored as of the date of last communication or
death.

Inclusion criteria
Patients were considered low risk if they met all of the
following criteria: 1) a primary tumor 2.0 cm in diameter,
2) microscopically negative margins on the surgical excision (i.e., no ink at the margin), 3) SLNB was performed
and was negative, and 4) absence of chronic immunosuppression. Patients who fulﬁlled all these criteria were
offered a choice of surveillance versus PORT.

Exclusion criteria
Patients were excluded from the study if 1) data were
unavailable on their initial treatment or outcomes, 2)
MCC treatment at initial presentation included chemotherapy, or 3) the primary tumor had invaded bone,
muscle, fascia, or cartilage.

Endpoints and statistical analyses
Endpoints included local recurrence (LR), overall
survival (OS), and MCC-speciﬁc death (MCCSD). For
all endpoints, the date of diagnosis (biopsy) was
considered time point zero. A recurrence within 2 cm of
the primary tumor’s surgical bed was considered a local
recurrence.17 Additionally, only ﬁrst events were
considered for the analysis. We extracted prognostic
variables that could inﬂuence local control and/or survival, such as sex, race, age, primary tumor size,
anatomic subsite, lymphovascular invasion (LVI), surgical margin status, and depth of invasion (Breslow
thickness). A Fisher’s exact two-sided test was used to
compare the patient and tumor characteristics. The
nonparametric Mood’s median test was used to compare
median depth of invasion. Late radiation toxicity, which
occurred beyond 3 months from completion of treatment,
was retrospectively scored using Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events Version 4.18 Signiﬁcant
toxicity was deﬁned as Grade >2 in toxicity.
LR and OS were estimated using the Kaplan-Meier
method with 95% conﬁdence intervals and estimated
with the exact binomial test. Patients were censored if
they either died or were lost to follow-up. Because no
LR occurred in the surgery þ PORT group, log-rank
statistics, hazard ratios, and multivariate analyses could
not be performed for this group. The cumulative
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Figure 1
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Identiﬁcation of 46 patients with low-risk Merkel cell carcinoma of the head and neck.

incidence of MCCSD was estimated using death from
non-MCC causes as a competing risk. All analyses were
performed using STATA version 11.1 (College Station,
TX). A P value of <0.05 was considered statistically
signiﬁcant.

was not signiﬁcant (5.00 mm vs 2.90 mm, P Z .65;
Supplementary Figure 1).
The median follow-up was 3.7 years for the entire
population (range, 8.4 months to 13.4 years) with a median follow-up of 3.6 years and 5.3 years for the surgery
alone and surgery þ PORT groups, respectively.

Results

Treatment characteristics

Patient and tumor characteristics

Twenty-three patients with a low-risk diagnosis were
treated with PORT, and 23 patients did not receive PORT
(n Z 23 in both groups). Twelve of 23 patients who had
surgery alone and 6 of 23 patients who had surgery þ
PORT were treated at our institution. None of the patients
received adjuvant chemotherapy.

Patient and tumor characteristics are summarized in
Table 1. A total of 46 patients with HN primaries met all
low risk criteria. There were 23 female and 23 male
patients in the study. In keeping with the natural history
of MCC, the patients were mostly Caucasian (91%). The
median age at the time of diagnosis was 66.5 years
(range, 31-85 years). There were no signiﬁcant differences between patients in the surgery alone and surgery
þ PORT treatment groups in terms of sex, age at the
time of diagnosis, primary tumor size, or anatomic
location on the HN. LVI also did not vary signiﬁcantly
between the 2 groups (P Z .20; Supplementary
Table 1a). Overall, patients in the surgery þ PORT
group had a greater median tumor depth compared with
patients in the surgery alone group, but the difference

Surgery alone
The median tumor size was 0.8 cm (range, 0.3-1.8
cm). Nineteen of 23 patients (82.6%) had a wide excision. The intended surgical margin was  1 cm in 17
patients. Two patients underwent Mohs surgery. In the 2
patients with an unknown intended margin width, there
was no residual tumor on ﬁnal excision per the pathology
report (Tables 2). Two patients had an unknown
microscopic margin width; however, the margin status
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Table 1 Patient and tumor characteristics at presentation of
patients with low-risk Stage IA HN MCC
Characteristic

% Within Group*

Table 2

60.9 (14)
39.1 (9)

39.1 (9)
60.9 (14)

0.24

91.3 (21)
8.7 (2)

91.3 (21)
8.7 (2)

d

56.5 (13)

52.2 (12)

1.00

43.5 (10)

47.8 (11)

91.3 (21)
8.7 (2)

78.3 (18)
21.7 (5)

0.41

30.4
21.7
8.7
13.0
4.3
4.3
8.7
4.3
0.0
4.3

56.5
8.7
8.7
4.3
8.7
4.3
0.0
4.3
4.3
0.0

0.52
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Intended surgical margins*
No. of Patients

Py

Surgery % Surgery þ PORT %
(n Z 23) (n Z 23)
Sex
Male (n Z 23)
Female (n Z 23)
Race
White (n Z 42)
Data Unavailable
(n Z 4)
Age at Diagnosis
> 65 years
(n Z 25)
 65 years
(n Z 21)
Primary Tumor Size
0-1 cm (n Z 39)
> 1 cm (n Z 7)
Subsite of Primary
Tumor
Cheek (n Z 20)
Forehead (n Z 7)
Nose (n Z 4)
Ear (n Z 4)
Eyelid (n Z 3)
Neck (n Z 2)
Lip (n Z 2)
Scalp (n Z 2)
Chin (n Z 1)
Data Unavailable
(n Z 1)

PORT in Stage IA, Head and Neck MCC

Surgery
0.5 cm
1 cm
1.5 cm
2 cm
Wide excision, not further
speciﬁed
Not Applicabley
Unknown
Total

Surgery þ PORT

0
14
1
2
2

2
8
1
4
6

2
2
23

1
1
23

PORT, postoperative radiation therapy.
* Intended surgical margins Z margins per operative report.
y
P Z .32, P values per Fisher’s exact test.

PORT details

(7)
(5)
(2)
(3)
(1)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(1)

(13)
(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(1)
(0)
(1)
(1)
(0)

HN MCC, Merkel cell carcinoma of the head and neck; PORT,
postoperative radiation therapy.
* Rounding applied.
y
P values per Fisher’s exact test.

per ﬁnal pathology report was conﬁrmed as negative
(Table 3).

Surgery and PORT
The median tumor size was 0.8 cm (range, 0.1-2 cm).
Twenty-one of 23 patients (91%) had a wide excision. An
intended surgical margin of  1 cm was achieved in 13
patients (Tables 2). One patient underwent Mohs surgery.
There was no residual tumor on the ﬁnal excision in the
only patient with an unknown intended margin width. For
2 patients with unknown microscopic margin width, the
margin status was conﬁrmed as negative by the ﬁnal pathology report. There was no signiﬁcant difference between the patients who were treated with and without
PORT with regard to the intended surgical margins and
the microscopic margins (P Z .32 and P Z .77,
respectively).

The use of PORT was primarily driven by patient
preference. The primary tumor surgical bed with a minimum margin of 3 cm to 5 cm was irradiated to a median
dose of 50 Gy (range, 16.2-66 Gy) using electrons and/or
photons. Six patients (26.1%) also received PORT to the
regional lymph node basin. No patient who received
PORT experienced signiﬁcant late toxicity.

Recurrence and survival
Patients who did not receive PORT had a signiﬁcantly
greater risk of developing an LR (5-year LR 26.3% vs.
0%, P Z .02; Fig 2). LR occurred in patients with primary tumor sites on the cheek (3), forehead (2), and ear
(1). An LR was observed in 5 of 6 patients who initially
had a wide excision with a surgical margin of at least
1 cm, and the remaining patient underwent Mohs surgery.
By pathology, 2 patients had a margin width between
1 mm and 4 mm, 3 patients had no residual tumor
detected after the ﬁnal excision, and 1 patient underwent
Mohs surgery. A subset analysis that excluded the 4 patients with unknown margin width (Table 3) showed that
the addition of PORT signiﬁcantly improved local control
(Supplementary Table 2, n Z 42, P Z .021). Although
the exact margin width was unknown for these 4 patients,
the margin status per the ﬁnal pathology report was
conﬁrmed as negative.
Among the patients who developed an LR, the primary
tumor measured 5 mm or smaller in 5 patients and 8 mm
in 1 patient. All 6 patients with LR had known LVI status
(Supplementary Table 1b). Five of 6 patients (83%) had
LVI absent, and 1 patient had LVI present. LVI status did
not signiﬁcantly affect LR status (P Z .65). Similarly, the
Breslow thickness status also appeared to be worse in
tumors that were treated with PORT (Supplementary
Figure 1). The median time to LR was 11 months.
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Microscopic margins per ﬁnal pathology
No. of Patients

<0.1 cm
0.1-0.4 cm
0.5-0.99 cm
1 cm
No residual tumor detected
Not applicabley
Unknown
Total

Surgery

Surgery þ PORT

1
6
1
2
9
2
2
23

0
4
0
2
14
1
2
23

PORT, postoperative radiation therapy.
y
Mohs surgery.

All 6 patients who experienced an LR were salvaged
with radiotherapy. One patient also underwent surgery in
addition to RT. Chemotherapy was not administered for
LR. Salvage treatment was successful in achieving an
ultimate local control of 100% in all cases. Among the
patients with LR, 1 died as a result of MCC and 1 died of
non-MCC causes. The patient who died due to MCC
experienced both regional and distant failure after LR
(Table 4).
Five other patients developed a nonlocal recurrence.
Three of these patients experienced a regional recurrence
(RR) and 2 developed a distant metastasis as a ﬁrst event.
None of these patients developed a subsequent LR. RR
was noted in 1 patient who was treated with surgery alone
and 1 patient who underwent surgery and received PORT.
One patient developed an RR that was discovered during
the ﬁrst week of PORT. There were no deaths among the
patients who had an RR. The 2 patients who experienced
a distant metastasis were initially treated with surgery and
PORT, and 1 died as a result of MCC. There was no
difference between the groups treated with and without
PORT in terms of MCCSD (P Z .88; Fig 3) or OS (P Z
1.00; Supplementary Figure 2).
Three patients were lost to follow-up, including 2 in
the PORT group (at 5 years and 6 years) and 1 in the
surgery-without-PORT group (2 years after initial diagnosis). There were no LRs among these patients during
the time they were followed.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this study is the ﬁrst to describe the
risk of LR and the role of PORT in a homogenous cohort
of patients with low-risk Stage IA HN MCC. Despite
favorable features that include nonimmunosuppressed
patients, primary tumor 2 cm, clear surgical margins,
and negative SLNB, LR was 26% among patients who
were treated with surgery alone. In comparison, there

Figure 2 Probability of local recurrence is illustrated for 46
patients who were treated with surgery with or without PORT.
Six patients recurred locally in the surgery-alone group, and
none recurred locally among the patients treated with surgery þ
PORT group. The Kaplan-Meier 5-year estimate for local
recurrence was 26.3% in the group of patients who were treated
with surgery alone. There was a signiﬁcant difference in local
recurrence between patients who did and did not receive postoperative radiation therapy (P Z .02).

were no LRs in the patients who were treated with surgery
and PORT.
Although it is clear that patients with high-risk MCC
warrant treatment with PORT,19,20 it has been debated
whether PORT is required for low-risk patients.21 Most
studies that showed a beneﬁt with PORT included patients with higher-risk disease. In one of the largest
studies of HN MCC, Bishop et al reported a local/regional
control rate of 96% among 106 patients who were treated
with either surgery þ PORT or deﬁnitive RT (without a
resection).12 Only 9 patients had Stage IA disease, and the
study did not have a comparable cohort of patients who
did not receive PORT. Strom et al reported on 113 patients with Stage I through Stage III HN MCC and found
that PORT signiﬁcantly improved local control (89.4% vs
68.1%, P Z .005).22 Similarly, Lok et al described 48
patients with HN MCC, 12 of whom had Stage I disease.21 There were no recurrences within the radiation
ﬁelds. Their study included 18 patients with Stage III and
17 patients with recurrent disease. Although they did not
recommend PORT for patients with Stage IA MCC, it is
difﬁcult to draw a meaningful conclusion about the role of
PORT in patients with Stage IA disease from this study.
Additionally, most studies included patients who did
not have an SLNB evaluation.9,12,13,23-25 The importance
of SLNB in improving prognostic value and identifying a
group of patients with low-risk MCC has been demonstrated. 11,26-30 Hence, the value of PORT in the setting of a
negative SLNB has been questioned. In addition, most
studies did not consider host immunosuppression, which is
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Table 4 Patient characteristics and associated outcomes of patients with low-risk Stage IA MCC who experienced any type of
recurrence
Pt

Age Sex Primary Subsite Primary
Tumor Depth of Primary LVI?
at Dx
Size (cm) Tumor (mm)

Initial Treatment

1f
2
3
4
5
6
7{
8#
9
10
11

84
76
59
58
80
67
71
57
82
73
49

Surgery
Yes
Surgery
Yes
Surgery
Yes
Surgery
Yes
Surgery
Yes
Surgery
Yes
Surgery
No
Surgery
No
Surgery þ PORT No
Surgery þ PORT No
Surgery þ PORT No

M
M
F
M
M
M
F
F
M
M
M

Cheek
Forehead
Forehead
Cheek
Ear
Cheek
Lip
Cheek
Ear
Forehead
Cheek

0.4
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.8
0.5
0.8
0.7
0.1
1
1

0.80
1.05
2.10
4.00
Unknown
Unknown
1.00
Unknown
Unknown
1.40
Unknown

Absent
Absent
Absent
Absent
Present
Absent
Absent
Unknown
Unknown
Absent
Absent

LR

Non-LR* Status
Yesy,z
No
No
No
No
No
Yesy
Yesy
Yesz
Yesz
Yesy

Deadx
Dead
Alive
Alive
Alive
Alive
Alive
Alive
Deadx
Alive
Alive

DM, distant metastatic; Dx, diagnosis; F, female; LVI, lymphovascular invasion; LR, local recurrence; M, male; MCC, Merkel cell carcinoma; PORT,
postoperative radiation therapy; Pt, patient; RR, regional recurrence.
* Non-local recurrence is deﬁned as lymph node RRy or DM recurrencez.
x
Death due to MCC.
f
First recurrence was local. The RR and DM occurred at 244 and 260 days from the LR, respectively.
{
RR occurred in neck level I, 3.45 years after diagnosis.
#
RR was discovered during ﬁrst week of PORT.

another important negative prognostic factor.31 In summary, there is no comparable data in the literature that has
quantiﬁed the role of PORT in reducing the risk of LR for
such a favorable low-risk group of patients.
In general, previous studies have not recommended
PORT for patients with low-risk MCC.6,21,32 Fields et al
reported excellent outcomes with surgery alone and selective use of RT for 364 patients with Stage I through

Figure 3 Cumulative incidence of Merkel cell carcinomaspeciﬁc death (MCCSD) is illustrated for 46 patients with
low-risk disease. Death as a result of non-MCC causes was used
as a competing risk. One patient in each group died as a result of
MCC. There was no signiﬁcant difference in MCCSD between
patients who did and did not receive postoperative radiation
therapy (P Z .88).

Stage III MCC of all sites. The LR rate for patients with
Stage IA MCC was 0%. Of 95 patients with Stage IA
MCC, 13 (14%) received PORT. The criteria for PORT
included high-risk features such as larger tumors, lymphovascular invasion, and positive surgical margins.
Hence, this cohort differs from that in our study. In
addition, the number of patients who had Stage IA HN
cancer was not speciﬁed.6 Boyer et al reported on 45
patients with Stage I MCC who were treated with Mohs
surgery.32 There was no signiﬁcant difference in the LR
among patients who underwent surgery compared with
patients who were treated with surgery þ PORT. Frohm
et al reported only one true LR and 4 in-transit recurrences in a cohort of 105 patients with MCC who were
treated without PORT to the primary site. Sixty-nine patients (65.7%) were diagnosed with Stage IA, and 44
(41.9%) had a primary HN tumor.33 However, a limitation
of prior studies of patients with low-risk MCC is that they
do not separately report on HN cases. Bajetta et al reported on 95 patients with early stage MCC that was
managed with surgery alone. The 5-year LR rate in patients with HN MCC was 19%, versus 2% in MCC of the
limbs and trunk (P Z .007).5
It is important to consider patients with HN MCC
separately because the anatomical, cosmetic, and functional challenges unique to this location could preclude
wide surgical margins. In addition, the complex lymphatic
drainage patterns in the HN could increase the risk of local/
regional relapses after surgery alone.5,34-36 Given these
concerns, we hypothesized that even patients with low-risk
Stage IA HN MCC may be at a greater risk of developing
an LR if they are treated with surgery alone.
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We found that PORT was associated with a signiﬁcantly lower risk of LR (26% vs. 0%) within this low-risk
population. However, all LRs were salvaged without any
incidents of uncontrolled local disease. In addition, there
was no difference in MCC-speciﬁc or overall survival
between the 2 groups. Hence, a policy of offering surveillance versus PORT for this cohort of patients with lowrisk disease did not compromise patient safety despite the
greater number of LRs in the surgery-only arm. However,
a recurrence is stressful and burdensome to many patients.
In addition, the need for a stringent follow-up program for
patients who opt for surveillance cannot be overemphasized. It should also be noted that most LRs (5 of 6)
were managed at major academic centers. Successful
salvage of an LR requires a timely and coordinated effort.
This may not always be possible in centers with fewer
resources and less expertise in the treatment of MCC.
The toxicity of PORT may be a concern for some. In
this series, there was no recorded signiﬁcant long-term
toxicity. Similarly, Lok et al reported no signiﬁcant late
toxicity, and only 10% of patients had acute toxicity
(temporary dermatitis).21 Bishop et al reported that 5 of
106 patients had signiﬁcant late toxicity: 4 patients with
ocular and 1 patient mandibular.12 All 5 of these patients
received RT dose >56 Gy.
The present study analyzed a homogenous cohort of
patients with low-risk Stage IA HN MCC in a relatively
rare disease. None of the patients received chemotherapy,
which is a treatment-related confounder. Furthermore,
treatment was performed across multiple centers; hence, the
results are more likely to be generalizable. Although the
radiation treatment parameters may appear heterogeneous,
this is due to the unique anatomic considerations of treating
tumors in the HN region. For example, per National
Comprehensive Cancer Network guidelines, a 5-cm margin
around the primary tumor surgical bed is attempted in all
cases. However, for tumors that occur near the eyelids, the
margin may be reduced to avoid unnecessary irradiation to
the eye. Similarly, most patients did not receive elective
nodal irradiation. About 26% did, and these were cases in
which the ﬁrst echelon draining lymph nodes were in close
proximity to the primary tumor site. Incidental irradiation
was thus delivered to the draining nodal region in the
process of adding a 5-cm margin to the primary surgical
bed. The relationship of tumors arising near the lateral
cheek with the preauricular lymph nodes highlights this
principle. In addition, this relative heterogeneity in the
radiotherapy parameters did not appear to be detrimental as
none of the patients in the PORT group developed a local
failure. Finally, the median follow-up of 3.7 years is an
adequate time interval for the detection of most recurrences
in this disease.
With this retrospective study, there could be inherent
hidden and uncontrollable biases. Our sample size of 46
patients was relatively small, in accordance with the rarity
of MCC. Further research is needed to better identify
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patients who have a greater risk of LR in this apparently
low-risk group, which is possibly based on immunological and/or other molecular characteristics. In addition,
MCC is a relatively radiosensitive cancer. After a median
PORT dose of 50 Gy, there were no in-ﬁeld relapses in
this study. Other studies12,21 also reported excellent disease control within the radiation ﬁelds. It would be
interesting to prospectively study the utility of a lower
dose of RT (eg, 8 Gy) delivered in a single fraction. This
approach was effective in the control of metastatic
MCC.37 A single fraction would be more convenient to
patients compared with 5 to 6 weeks of treatment with
PORT. Given the paucity of regional relapses in this
cohort, it is possible that PORT ﬁelds that encompass
only the primary surgical bed with a 3 to 5 cm margin
(without elective nodal treatment) may be adequate for the
majority of patients with Stage IA who are nonimmunosuppressed. These approaches could further
reduce the risk of RT-related morbidity.

Conclusions
In this cohort, low-risk nonimmunosuppressed patients
with Stage IA HN MCC had a 26% probability of LR if
treated with surgery alone. The use of PORT was associated with a signiﬁcantly lower risk of LRs in these patients.
Although the local failures were effectively salvaged, the
potential harm from a recurrence and the relatively favorable toxicity proﬁle of PORT argue for its consideration
even in patients with low-risk Stage IA HN MCC.

Supplementary data
Supplementary material related to this article can be
found at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.adro.2016.10.003.
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